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Today’s Presentation:
Handling Tough Customer 

Situations 
4 Types of Customers
Dealing With Complaints 
Providing “Above and Beyond” 

Customer Service





Tough Customer Situations



Upset customers CAN be Fixed



Dealing with Upset Customers
 Begin with a positive attitude  
 Let the customer vent
 Be empathetic
 Demonstrate you understand
 Begin active problem solving



4 Types of Customers



Argumentative

 Solutions: speak softly, 
don’t argue back, take 
notes

 Let them be in control



Threatening
 Don’t overreact
 Call the police if 

necessary
 Look for signs of 

drug/alcohol use
 Evaluate the customers’ 

ability to make good on 
the threat



The No Solution
 Avoid quoting policy
 Avoid being 

patronizing
 Offer an alternative if 

you can
 Explain your reasons
 Avoid dwelling on the 

negative



Abusive
 Talk quietly and at a 

normal pace
 Be direct
 Explain consequences 

calmly and directly
 Don’t take it personally



Dealing with Complaints



Dealing with Complaints –
The Three Be
 Be Agreeable
 Be Attentive
 Be Appreciative



Listening vs Hearing

Customers don’t expect you to be perfect, 
but they do expect you to fix things when 

they go wrong.



Listening vs Hearing
 The PRC Technique

 Paraphrase
 Reflect
 Close



Listening
 Myth: Listening and hearing are the same 

process.
 Fact: Listening is a conscious, selective 

process, while hearing is an involuntary 
act.



Listening
 Myth: Speakers are able to command 

listening.
 Fact: Speakers cannot make a person 

really listen.



Listening
 Myth: Listening is easy and requires little 

energy.
 Fact: Active listeners undergo the same 

physiological changes as a person 
jogging.



Listening
 Myth: Hearing ability determines listening 

ability.
 Fact: Listening happens mentally –

between the ears.



What Does This Mean?



Providing Above & Beyond Service



 "Will it bring the guest back?“
 One tool is: Ten Tiling. 
 Other culture tools include "DYFET" – to 

"CHANT" 



How can we apply this 
at the library?
 10 foot guideline
 DYFET @ circulation desk
 Just say “HI!”/Acknowledge the presence 

of the customer
 Greet the customer through words or 

behavior such as smiling



 “Dedication to the highest quality of 
customer service delivered with a sense of 
warmth, friendliness, individual pride and 
company spirit.”

 Treat customers like friends and family
 Free tickets and bonuses



How can we apply this 
at the library?
 Use a first name when you can
 Flexibility/Relieving fines
 Acknowledge others waiting for service



 Nordstrom Rules: Rule #1: Use best 
judgment in all situations. There will be no 
additional rules.



How can we apply this 
at the library?
 Walk someone to what they need

 Hand item to customer (B&N)
 Try not to point/open hand gesture
 Remain visible to customers as much as 

possible



And Remember
 Even if you can’t smile in the face of 

negativity, at the very least, don’t frown. 



Thank you!

Stephanie Glime
Glime_sa@co.brown.wi.us

Share: How do YOU manage 
to stay positive when faced 
with negativity? 


